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ILE MARCHING IS AN INDISPENSABLE PART of period British infantry drill. Consider the 

following description of a tactical demonstration conducted in 1790 in Portsmouth 

as part of the 12th Foot’s annual inspection.  The regiment, advancing in line, sent 

forward 

1 

The battalion, advancing in line, sends forward its flank companies in skirmish formation 

to screen the battalion and harass the foe. It then accelerates its advance by 

proceeding forward by grand divisions, file marching in quick time [pass files to the 

front].  Once beyond the skirmish screen, the grand divisions quickly form line [to the 

front, form] and commence firing by files—which would have started as soon as the first 

file of each grand division halted, and continued while the battalion deployed into line. 

Now in turn screened by the main line’s fire, the flank companies reform, then redeploy 

on the flanks to envelop the foe.  Clearly in this case, file movements were crucial to the 

battalion’s initiative-gaining advance. 

 

File marching in the 18 manoeuvres 

At first glance file marching movement may appear of lesser importance in a battalion’s 

tactical repertoire, given the preponderance of space given to line movements in the 

Rules and Regulations.  However, a quick look at the formal 18 manoeuvres which a 

regiment was expected to perform at its annual inspection in order to demonstrate 

competence at drill, reveals that fully half of these manoeuvres include file marching 

movements.  It would seem that British infantry of the period needed to be as proficient 

at file marching movements as they were at marching in line and wheeling.   

                                                           
1 WO 27/60, quoted in J.A. Houlding, Fit for Service: The Training of the British Army, 1715-1795  
(Oxford: Clarendon Press,1981), 306. 
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Here they are, as illustrated in one of the many privately-published works of period 

military literature.2  (Note: the battalion’s front is usually at the bottom of the page, which 

puts its right flank on the left of the page.)  Relevant file movements are noted in red. 

 

1. (top)  Companies file by the right to form close column on the Grenadier 

company 

2. Alternate companies file march by the right flank to form grand divisions 

3. (bottom)  Column file marches to the right flank 

4. Grand divisions file march out to the right to deploy into line 

 

The 2nd Manoeuvre simply inverts the 1st: 

1. Companies file by the left to form a close column in front of the Light company 

2. Alternate companies file march by the left flank to form grand divisions 

3. Column marches by files to the left 

4. Grand divisions file march out to the left to deploy into line  

                                                           
2 Illustrations from H. Dickinson, Instructions for forming a Regiment of Infantry for Parade of Exercise, 

Together with the Eighteen Manoeuvres (London: T. Egerton, 1799).  Illustrated explanation of the 18 

manoeuvres seems to have been a popular genre during the period.  For this study I consulted six 

different works, published between 1798 and 1805, each of which provides detailed and illustrated 

instruction on how to perform a review, and the 18 manoeuvres. 
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1.  (bottom)  Companies file by the left or right to form close column on the 4th 

company, left in front 

 

2. (centre)  Companies countermarch, to form column, right in front 

 

 

3.  (top)  Companies march by the right or left flank to deploy into line on the 4th 

company  
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1. (bottom left)  Companies countermarch to change column from right in front to 

left in front 

 

2. (top)  Companies sequentially march by the left to the rear, front, then march to 

the opposite flank to change the head of the column 
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Battalion countermarch on the centre:  wings face inwards and file march to change 

places, sequentially countermrching to reverse the battalion front 
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(top)  Companies wheel backwards on the right, face left, and file march by the left to 

form open column behind the Light company  
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(right)   

1. Battalion file marches to the right 

 

2. Companies form to the front on the march, to create an open column of 

companies, right in front 
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(top)  Battalion retires by files; companies face right, file to the rear by the right 
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(top)  Battalion advances in line; companies then file to the front by the right   
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We thus have 17 separate file movements present in 9 of the 18 manoeuvres. 

The movement utilized by the 12 Foot in the example cited above is precisely the 

passage of companies from the 16th manoeuvre, adapted from companies to grand 

divisions.  This is the file-marching movement I wish to take a closer look at.  

 But first, a review of some file-marching basics. 

 

Basics 

 File distance.  When file marching, files are approximately 22” apart (heel-to-

heel).3   

 

TIP: this is approximately the distance of a forearm, when the upper arm is held 

against the side and the elbow bent 90 degrees. 

 

 Lock step.  Length of the pace is the usual 30 inches.  File marching utilizes the 

lock step, in which the files remain closed up, and soldiers slightly overstep the 

spot vacated by the foot of the man marching in front of them.4 (MPE, 16, 44, 91: 

R&R, 27)5 

 

 Rate of march.  File marching is done in quick time.   

 

TIP:  do not count cadence, but let each man regulate his step from the man to 

his front. 

We also need to review two basic file-marching moves which, when combined, allow us 

to advance or retire from the flanks of companies-- the change of direction while file 

marching, and turns. 

 

                                                           
3 Each man is deemed to occupy a space of about 22” in line (M&PE 50, 80; R&R 33, 63).  Therefore, 
when men in line are faced to either the right or left, heel-to-heel distance should remain approximately 
22” (Suasso, 58) 
 
4 Suasso (1816) notes that a lock step must therefore overstep that of the preceding file by 8” to retain the 
ordinary 30” pace (56, 57, 57n,58, 61, 140, 180). 
 
5 Unless otherwise indicated references in parentheses are to the NCO drill manual for regular line 

infantry, the 1807 Manual and Platoon Exercise [MPE] , or the 1811 edition of the 1792 officers’ manual, 

the Rules and Regulations for the Formations, Field-Exercise, and Movements of His Majesty’s Forces 

[R&R].   
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Change of direction 

Units marching in file may change direction 90 degrees to the right or left, by the files 

sequentially wheeling on a moveable pivot.  (MPE,45; R&R, 28)  The manuals, 

however,  do not provide a specific command for changing direction when file 

marching.6  However, command suggestions can be found in various treatises in the 

privately published military literature, which suggests this was a customary practice.7  

When provided, suggested commands range from “By Files, to the Left, wheel“ (1799, 

1804) to “Left file” (1805), becoming shorter over time.8 I recommend the latter. 

 

Turns 

A turn is a change of direction performed while marching, which is conducted 

simultaneously by each soldier in the unit.  At the command to right or left turn the 

soldier changes direction 90 degrees, and continues marching in the new direction.  The 

effect of a right or left turn is to change a unit’s formation as well as its direction while 

on the march, from marching in line to marching in file, or from marching in file to 

marching in line.  Useful for company-sized or smaller units.  (MPE, 41, 42; R&R, 26) 

 Footwork:  No directions regarding footwork for turns are provided in the Army 

manuals or the period light infantry manuals.  This strongly suggests that turns were 

another customary practice. I suspect they were done simply, likely by pivoting on 

whichever foot hit the ground after the command was given, then stepping off in 

the new direction with the opposite foot.9 

We are now ready to look at what is involved in advancing and retiring by files. 

                                                           
6 E.g., the company commander is to “wheel out his leading file” when passing through a wood.  (R&R, 
240) 
 
7 On this widespread army tradition of undocumented practices, see Houlding, 164 and passim. 
 
8 The commands provided in six period privately-published treatises are: 

Smirke (1803), no command, no description.  (49) 
Max (1798), no command.  Describes “filing in quick time to the front” (18, 19) 
Russell (1804), no command.  Describes “wheeling out the leading file” (137, 242) 
Dickson (1799), “By Files to the Left, wheel” (105, 108) 
Cunninghame (1804(, “By Files, to the Left wheel” (50, 52) 
O’Neill (1805), “Left file” (40-43) 

 
9 Given the Army’s tendency to regulate everything minutely, especially drill, I suspect that if turns were to 

be done in a specific way, the manual would have stated so.  I found two specific period methods: one 
takes 2 counts (“check, turn, step”) found in the LC Militia manual, 51, 53.  Another, found in Suasso, 
134-6, adds a closing step, so turns take 3 counts and about-turns 4.  Both of these methods, however, 
interrupt the flow of movement by adding stationary steps to the turn; to my mind this introduces an 
unnecessary precision which reduces the field utility of turns and increases the likelihood of collisions 
between files. 
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Advance or Retire by Files 
 
This maneuver is used to change the unit’s formation, while retaining its direction.  It 
can be executed from either flank, from both flanks simultaneously, or from the centre; it 
may be performed to either the front or to the rear, and may be initiated either from the 
halt, or executed on the march.  Process: a unit in line faces to the designated flank, 
and file-marching, immediately wheels to either the front or rear. 
 
The following examples are for advancing by the right flank.  When retiring or 
conducting the maneuver from the left flank, change the direction of the wheels 
accordingly. 
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Advance by files 
 
1.  Halted 

 Advance by files from the right of companies--caution.10 

 Right face—all face right but leading file.   Officer and sergeant take their places 
in front of the leading file.  Rear rank man of leading file steps up beside the front 
rank man.11 

 Quick march—files wheel left in succession to follow the leading file.  (R&R,  102; 
Campbell, 3-4) 

 
FRONT 

(2) 

     
(1) 

 

 
  

                                                           
10 This is one of several battalion-level cautionary commands for this movement.  Others (used for 
passage of obstacles or passage of lines) are “Pass companies by files”, and “Pass companies to the 
front/rear” (R&R, 240-243; 357-360). 
 
11 The leading files “throw themselves to the flank according as they are to move, so as to be disengaged 
from the last file of the leading platoon.”  (R&R, 102). 
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2.  Marching 

 File from the right to the front--“The whole turn to the right, and file to the left.”  
The unit performs a right turn, the front file immediately wheels left.  (Cooper, 71; 
Barber, 70)   
OR:  Pass companies to the front; Right turn; Left file.  (R&R, 240-242) 

 
 

FRONT 

 
(3)  Company: “Left file” 

 

 

(2)  Company: “Right turn”; 

 

 

 

 

(1)  Advancing.  Bttn command: “Pass companies to the front” 
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To reform the line 

 Halt & front.  The battalion will be in column, left in front.  Wheel into line. 

 

 OR: Battalion companies form to the front. [as the 12th Foot did] 

 

When would we use this? 

Battalion 

 “If to pass a wood, or other embarrassed ground to the front” 

 

 Passage of lines, artillery 

 

 Pass to the rear when retiring 

 

 Street firing—file from flanks to the rear of column; form company to original front 

Company 

 Small obstacles—companies manoeuvre independently, then reform on the line (e.g., 

Stoney Creek 

 

 Defile—file march through narrow passage   (Stoney Creek, Ft. Erie) 

 

 Break files to the rear—designated files turn inwards, wheel behind flank  To resume 

their place in line, files turn outwards, then form to the front (M&PE, 69) 

 

Examples:  Plates from R&R 

 Plate 10, figure 91—Passage of lines 

 

 Plate 10, figure 85—Passage of obstacles by filing of companies 

 

 Plate 9, figure 84—Passage of obstacles by file & column 
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Passage of Lines 
 

Rules & Regs 
Plate 10, figure 91 
Text: Part III, S. 175 (pp. 241-242) 
 
 
 
 

FRONT 
 

 

REAR 
 
“PASS COMPANIES BY FILES” 
 

 First line retires through second line 

 First line companies face right, file to the rear. 

 Second line “throws back as many files as are required to give it passage.” 

 “HALT.  FRONT”   Form column right in front. 

 “WHEEL FRONT”  (Left wheel into line) 
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Passage of Obstacles by Filing of Companies 
 
Rules & Regs 
Plate 10, Figure 85 
Text:  Part III, S. 175 (pp. 240-241) 
 
 

REAR 

 

FRONT 
 
(top) “PASS TO THE FRONT” Companies advance by files from the right; form line “A” 
 
(bottom)  Companies retire by files from the right; form line “B” 
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Various ways of passing obstacles 
 

 Battalion line at N advances, two companies on its right file through woods to Q 
 

 At O several companies throw back files to pass a pond, while the left flank 
companies pass through the wood by files. 

 

 At P all but the two right companies reform the line, only to resume file marching 
through a wood. 

 

 Battalion reforms line at Q 
 
Perhaps units on left and right of illustration represent adjacent units.  They are shown 
expanding and contracting the line by sections to pass obstacles 
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